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The PEAS Farm is currently working on retro-fitting a tractor to run on pure vegetable oil.
Question 1: What would be your ideal mode of transportation?
Question 2: If you could make it run on anything, what would you fuel it with?

And what a week it’s been. There are only three weeks of class
left before finals and moods here aren’t too pleasant. Time to let
off some steam …

•Lucy Madden
junior, nursing

Some sad Big Ups for Kurt Vonnegut. The “SlaughterhouseFive” author died Wednesday at 84. Without a doubt he was one
of the best American writers, who we can never replace. It has
us thinking: Why couldn’t we have lost a crappy author like Dan
Brown?

Q1: “One of the hoverboards from ‘Back to the
Future.’ The badass one.”
Q2: “Fanta.”

Students for Economic and Social Justice are getting
Backhands for their “dance-in” Tuesday. It’s bad enough to see
white people dancing, but it is so much worse to see students
completely ruin their chances of being taken seriously. Groovy!

Willa Fouts
freshman, wildlife biology

“All in the Family” creator Norman Lear is worthy of some
Big Ups. Lear is behind a new campaign to get 18 year olds registered to vote. If the Burns-Tester race showed us anything, it’s
that the youth vote is important.

Q1:“A flying train.”
Q2: “Carbon.”

Speaking of elections, Backhands to the depths presidential
candidates will go to for your vote. There is some talk that the
2008 Oval Office hopefuls may be purchasing ad time during the
Super Bowl. We’d rather see a group of penguins be run over.

•Michael Kelly
sophomore, general education

CBS is getting Double Big Ups for firing Don Imus. Sure, this
controversy is being blown out of proportion, but he really is an
idiot. And whatever you feel about his comments, you’ve got to
admit: His show was worthless.

Q1: “A Dolorean with a flux capacitor.”
Q2: “ Plutonium. A Mr. Fusion garbage disposal
you could throw banana peels into..”

We think Backhands are due for organizers of the 2008
Beijing Olympics. English phrases found around China such as,
“Shangri-La is in you mind, but your Buffalo is not,” will be
deleted from the signs around the city so as not to be embarrassed in front of the Brits and us. But with the way Americans
butcher most foreign languages, it’s only fair.

Sonny Kless
sophomore, environmental studies
Q1: “Rocket boots.”
Q2: “ Sugar. Because I run on sugar and

it would reproduce edible laces, which I
could eat at any time.”

Big Ups for barbecue weather. Thursday, some of us over at
the Kaimin had one outside of the office. The School of
Journalism Dean Jerry Brown, a Southerner, told us it wasn’t a
real barbecue because we’re all “Yanks.” It was pretty depressing.

•Madeline DeMahy
sophomore, music

But you’re not getting off that easy, CBS. Backhands for not
taking us up on our pilot “CSI: Missoula.” Come on, didn’t you
read last week in the Police Blotter about that kid who crapped
his pants? Classic.

Q1: “ A motorcycle.”
Q2: “Beer. But … no, that’s such a waste! I
would make it run on solar power.”

And now to end with this Big Ups: We’ve only got three
weeks of class left. Three too many…

•Nick Kakavas
sophomore, photojournalism

Accuracy Watch

Q1:“A parade float.”
Q2: “Hugs!”

The Montana Kaimin is committed to

accuracy in its reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed
an error of fact, please call us at 243-2394 or e-mail

The Kaimin accepts letters to the editor and guest columns.

editor@kaimin.umt.edu and let us know.

Letters should be 300 words or fewer, and columns should be about 700 words. Please include contact
phone number when submitting letters and guest columns. Please e-mail both to
letters@kaimin.umt.edu, or drop them off
in Journalism 107.

If we find a factual error we will correct it.

M ONTANA K AIMIN

The Montana Kaimin, in its 109th year, is
published by the students of The
University of Montana, Missoula. The UM
School of Journalism uses the Montana
Kaimin for practice courses but assumes
no control over policy or content.
Send letters to the editor to
letters@kaimin.umt.edu or drop them off
in Journalism 107
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Sex assault
survey to
be updated
ZACHARY FRANZ
MONTANA KAIMIN

In 1992, a survey of University
of Montana female students found
that one out of every 15 respondents had experienced an attempted sexual assault during the academic year.
Now, professors are trying to
find out if efforts to bring that
number down have been successful.
All UM students will soon see
postcards in their mailboxes and
e-mails in their GrizMail accounts
asking them to participate in an
updated version of the questionnaire, said Dusten Hollist, one of
two sociology professors administering the survey. Daniel Doyle,
the other professor doing this
year’s survey, was also one-half
of the team that did the original
survey.
“Since the original survey was
done 15 years ago, there have
been some resources made available to the campus community in
regard to sexual assault, and
we’re hopeful there has been a
decrease,” Doyle said.

Jacobson,
Coping with the atrocities of a rogue regime Leftridge
UM anthropology grad student recalls grisly work exhuming mass graves in Iraqi desert survive
primary
Photo courtesy of Tommy Livoti

The Ash Sham Desert is where the Iraqi Mass Graves Team has found several thousand skeletal remains of residents of the Middle East who were murdered and tossed into the mass grave. The Ash Sham Desert
spans over southwestern Asia, extending northward from the Arabian Peninsula over much of northern Saudi Arabia, eastern Jordan, southern Syria, and western Iraq.

MIKE GERRITY
MONTANA KAIMIN

In a cold, sterile forensics lab
well within Baghdad’s Green
Zone, Tommy Livoti examined
two exhumed corpses on a table: a
young Iraqi woman and the little
bones of her baby.
“You don’t see any bullet holes
in the small child,” Livoti
explained later, “because the parents did such a great job protecting them.”
With regret, Livoti added, “But
that meant the child was buried
alive.”
Livoti, a University of Montana
graduate student in the anthropology department, came to know
many people in that lab. People
who, for whatever reason, were
taken out of their homes in the
night, rounded up into a frightened huddled mass, shot and bulldozed into a mass grave in the
middle of the desert.
In early 2006, Livoti was part of
an international team of archeologists and forensic scientists sent to
the Ash Sham Desert in Iraq to
uncover the remains of Iraqis murdered in mass numbers under the
orders of Iraq’s former president,
Saddam Hussein.
Some of the discoveries made
by the Iraqi Mass Graves Team
were included as evidence against
the deposed leader in court prior
to his execution last December.
Livoti earned a bachelor’s
degree in anthropology from UM

in 1997 with an emphasis on
archeology, and returned from
Iraq last summer to pursue his
graduate degree at UM. He says
he took the job in Iraq to get
archeological experience in a
combat zone, and to be able to
work in the midst of Iraq’s rich
cultural history.
“The whole country is basically
an archeological site. It’s my
dream,” Livoti said.

“

It was at that point I
stopped being an
American and was just
a human.
—Tommy Livoti,
UM graduate student

”

When he got out to the archeological site, however, he not only
had to cope with the concept of
unearthing the dead, but with the
added stress of the intense desert
heat and the fact that the site was
within range of a mortar attack
from a nearby road.
“It’s very surreal when you’re
out there,” Livoti said.
After working out on the site for
a few days, Livoti said he began to
bond with the people he exhumed
on an increasingly personal level.
“You don’t really realize that
you start to talk to the people

you’re excavating,” Livoti said.
“You start to get very personal
with this person, and as you
uncover them you start to realize
‘This isn’t just a femur bone, this
is a person that was shot with a
.762 round.’”
For him, the gravity of his work
never hit him completely until he
returned to the lab in Baghdad
each night and was able to learn
more about the people he had
found that day.
“Some people you can tell they
were taken out at night because
some of them were in their pajamas and wearing slippers,” Livoti
said. “It really kind of hits home
when you see this whole person.”
To Livoti, who has an 8-yearold son, returning to the “seminormal” environment of Baghdad
allowed him to put himself in the
place of the dead, particularly in
the case of the exhumed mother
and child.
“It gets my stomach turned. I
just picture my son and how I’d be
holding him and protecting him,”
Livoti said.
Livoti’s full experience of the
atrocities committed against Iraqis
dates back to the beginning of the
invasion in 2003, which he also
participated in as a Marine, when
he encountered an Iraqi woman on
a bus who had been raped by a
member of Saddam’s army in
front of her children.
“It was at that point I stopped
being an American and was just a
human,” Livoti said. “There are

bad people everywhere. I don’t
care if you’re rich, poor, black,
white, American or nonAmerican, there’s bad people
everywhere. But when you have a
government that sanctions this,
which is what Saddam’s government did, that sanctions the mass
killings of people, sanctions just
going out and raping anybody you
want if you’re a member of
Saddam’s Baathist regime, then I
think it’s a good thing we went in
there and liberated the country, I
really do.”
Livoti says a major cause of
stress for him and his fellow servicemen still on active duty in Iraq
is the amount of what he sees as
predominantly negative press coverage of the war.
“We’ve inoculated millions of
Iraqi children,” Livoti said.
“There was polio in Iraq under
Saddam because if you were
Baath party, your children got
preferential treatment. There’s not
just door-kicking going on there.”
He says that since the troop
surge earlier this year, the cooperation between U.S. troops and
Iraqis has greatly improved, and
that the soldiers are now able to
become part of the community
and be of better help to the Iraqi
people.
“There’s this big misconception
in the press that they hate us over
there. They don’t hate us. They
hate the terrorists, they really do,”
Livoti said. “It’s going to get
better.”

Cover Photo: Tommy Livoti, right, was a member of the Iraqi Mass Graves Team, an international team of archeologists and forensic scientist who went to the Ash Sham Desert in Iraq to uncover Iraqi bodies
who were mostly pulled from their homes, murdered, and buried during the reign of former Iraq President Saddam Hussein.

See SURVEY, Page 4
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Current ASUM Vice President
Cedric Jacobson and current senator Ryan Nalty garnered the most
votes for Wednesday’s presidential primary election. During the
April 25 and 26 ASUM general
elections, Jacobson and Nalty will
face off against senators Dustin
Leftridge and Tara Ness for
ASUM president and vice president, respectively.
Jacobson and Nalty won with
542 votes. Leftridge and Ness
took second in the primary with
451 votes.
Current senator Jose Diaz and
Shandi Torgerson finished last
with 340 votes. Diaz and
Torgerson are out of the executive
race as only two executive teams
are accepted to the general elections ballot.
A total of 1,002 students voted
in the primary election, and no
write-in candidate gained more
than one vote.
Before the primary results came
in, ASUM approved the removal
of Diaz from the ASUM transportation
board
at
their
Wednesday evening meeting.
Senator Jordan Hess, the ASUM
transportation board chair, proposed the removal because he
said Diaz hadn’t attended a meeting since winter break. The senate
appointed Leftridge, who volunteered to fill the vacancy.

See ASUM, Page 4
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Sandwich stealer, scary situation, singing stoner
ZACHARY FRANZ
MONTANA KAIMIN

April 5, 1:54 p.m.
UC Market employees detained
a man suspected of shoplifting
sandwiches from the store.
Responding officers cited the
man, who is not a student, for misdemeanor theft, said Capt. Gary
Taylor, with the Office of Public
Safety.
“The old saying is true; there’s
no such thing as a free lunch,”
Taylor said.
April 7, 11:23 p.m.
A caller reported a group of
people who appeared to be using
drugs in the parking lot between
Craig Hall and the Lommasson
Center.
“Some guys were out roasting a
bowl,” Taylor said.
One student was cited for pos-

session of drug paraphernalia, and
three were written up for student
conduct code violations.

“egged” his motorcycle and pulled
loose one of the hoses.
Police
reviewed
security
footage of the parking lot, but

Friday, April 13, 2007

ing resident assistants to call
police.
By the time officers arrived on
the scene, the men were no longer

April 8, 2:46 a.m.
An Aber Hall resident assistant
found an unresponsive female student in the lobby bathroom.
The 17-year-old student was
transported to St. Patrick Hospital
by ambulance and treated for
extreme intoxication.
“She didn’t know if she was airborne, on final approach or landed,” Taylor said.
The student was cited for underage possession of alcohol.
“That’s a scary situation
because it could turn fatal,” Taylor
said.
April 8, 7:52 p.m.
A University Villages resident
reported that someone had

April 11, 9 p.m.
A man was acting strangely
in the lobby of Miller Hall. The
man was under the influence of
drugs and yelling profanities,
Capt. Gary Taylor said. Taylor didn’t know what
drug the student had allegedly taken, but said the
student was intermittently singing the song “Lucy in the Sky with
Diamonds” by The Beatles.

Police Blotter

were unable to identify the perpetrator, Taylor said. The motive for
the egging is unknown at this
time.
April 9, 11 p.m.
Some men entering Jesse Hall
spilled beer in the lobby, prompt-

UM delays change in grad student
credit requirement until fall 2008

SURVEY

The University of Montana put
on hold Thursday a plan to require
graduate students to register for a
minimum of three credits.
UM President George Dennison
gave the Faculty Senate an update
on discussions about the minimum credit requirement and said
the plan would be delayed until
the fall of 2008.
Albert Borgmann, a philosophy
professor and chair of graduate
data analysis workgroup, said the

Among the findings of the original survey:
Younger students were most at
risk, with 18 percent of freshmen
and 13 percent of sophomores victimized.
Half the victims reported that
they were “held down, hit, choked
or beat” by their assailant.
In 83 percent of the cases, the
victim was acquainted with the
assailant.
Fewer than 5 percent of the victims contacted the police.
The findings prompted measures to address and prevent sexual
assault, Doyle said. Among the
efforts was the creation of the
Student Assault Resource Center.
SARC, located in the Curry
Health Center, strives to raise

delay was likely because of reservations students and faculty had
about the plan.
“That’s definitely good news
that the president delayed implementation,” Borgmann said.
Dennison said the plan had
some issues that couldn’t be
resolved before students had to
register for the fall 2007 semester.
“They’re between a rock and a
hard place,” Dennison said.
–Sean Breslin

Montana Kaimin
paper+ink=greatness

Continued from Page 3

ASUM
Continued from Page 3
Diaz welcomed the removal
and said it was important “to better serve students.”
In other ASUM business,
ASUM approved a new fiscal policy that included changes such as
providing more funding strictly
for the elections committee to aid
them in increasing voter turnout
in ASUM elections.
In upcoming ASUM business,
the senate will take up a resolution that, upon approval, would
send a Montana Kaimin fee
increase to student referendum on
the general elections ballot. If
passed, the Kaimin fee would
increase by 50 cents per year for
the next two years from the current $4 per semester.
Also, ASUM will draft a resolution opposing the new requirement that would make graduate
students take three credits instead
of one per semester. ASUM will
additionally take up a resolution
in support of Forward Montana’s
“Just Wages for UM Janitors”
campaign.
To view the current ASUM fiscal
policy,
log
on
to:
www.umt.edu/asum/government/fiscal.

in possession of alcohol. One of
them had an outstanding warrant,
though, and was arrested, Taylor
said.
April 11, 9 p.m.

was under the influence of drugs
and yelling profanities, Taylor
said. Taylor didn’t know what
drug the student had allegedly
taken, but said the student was
intermittently singing the song
“Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds”
by The Beatles.
“He was taking a trip on something,” Taylor said.
The student was cited for disorderly conduct and taken to the
hospital for treatment.
Citations:

Jaysun Rickards, 19, misdemeanor theft
Tyler Kondelik, 19, outstanding
warrant
Timothy Rose, 22, possession
of drug paraphernalia
Alexander Weiss, 21, disorderly
conduct

A man was acting strangely in
the lobby of Miller Hall. The man

awareness about sexual assault
and offer support and advice to
victims, said Kate Pruitt, SARC
coordinator.
For many people, it’s not easy
to report having been the victim of
a sexual assault, Pruitt said.
“You’re having to combat a lot
of the myths out there,” she said.
“One of the fears is that you won’t
be believed.”
Although the new survey is
similar to the 1992 version, there
are some additions, Hollist said.
This time, the survey will also
go to men. Though most victims
of sexual assault are women, men
are not immune, Pruitt said. The
most recent statistics indicate that
3 percent of male students are sexually assaulted while in college,
compared to 20 to 25 percent of
women, she said.
It’s hard to say whether UM is
in line with those figures, because
there are no current, accurate fig-

ures for the campus, Pruitt said.
“That’s what’s exciting about
(Doyle’s and Hollist’s) research –
we will be able to get some rates,”
she said.
Pruitt said men can also help
prevent assaults against women
by influencing their friends and
stepping in when they see inappropriate behavior.
“One of the big shifts is encouraging men to get involved,” she
said. “If we’re going to create
change, we need men as allies.”
Another major addition to this
survey is that it will solicit information from perpetrators of sexual violence – not just victims.
Information from perpetrators will
help researchers develop a more
complete picture of the factors
that surround sexual assault,
Hollist said.
The survey will be online and
should take about 30 to 45 minutes to complete, Hollist said.
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T r a c k i n g g r o w t h , pr o t e c t i n g t h e t r a i l

TOP: UM forestry professor Paul Alaback notices the difference between snowberry and ninebark, two
shrubs beginning to bloom on the west side of Mount Sentinel, Thursday afternoon. Alaback has been
hiking and recording his observations on Mount Sentinel for 11 years.
LEFT: UM forestry professor Paul Alaback regularly hikes up the west slope of Mount Sentinel where
he observes around 240 plant species within six feet of the about two-mile trail. Alaback says, “A
good way to learn things is a little at a time,” so he hikes at least once a week year-round, but tries to
get out more in the spring to observe new blooms and growth.

Story by

Photos by

Emily Darrell Krista Miller

F

or many Missoula residents,
hiking Mount Sentinel is
seen as a fitness challenge, something to be completed as quickly
as possible.
But when forestry professor
Paul Alaback hikes a path on the
mountain’s west slope — the same
path he’s been treading regularly
for 11 years — he likes to take his
time.
“A lot of people have this notion
of Mount Sentinel as just a bunch
of knapweed or a good place to go
for a run or something,” Alaback
says.
But for Alaback, the mountain
is a haven of biodiversity.
From ponderosa pines to wild
asparagus, the mountain contains
more types of plants than many
people would ever imagine, and
for those less attuned than
Alaback, more than they would
ever notice.
Alaback knows not only the
names of an incredible number of
plants, but also the history behind
many of these names. On a
warmish day in mid-April, he
explains how the Salish-Kootenai

tribes used the biscuitroot to make
flour for bread and other baked
goods.
Stepping a few yards off the
trail at one point, Alaback zeroes
in on a tiny pink flower.
“That’s a prairie smoke,” he
says. “That’s the first one I’ve
seen this year.”
He whips out a pen and a small,
maroon notebook and makes a
few quick scribbles.
“I have a little code for everything,” he says.
He believes the data he keeps
can be used to evaluate the impact
and the extent of climate change.
It can also help measure the effect
that non-native species, also
called invasives or exotics, have
had on the ecology of the mountain.
Since the passage of a bill in
1995, all state agencies in
Montana, including UM, have
been legally required to manage
their noxious weeds. This means
that for the past 12 years, the
University has spent a considerable amount of time, money and
energy on managing the invasives

that plague Mount Sentinel,
including leafy spurge, spotted
knapweed and dalmation toadflax.
According to the 2006
University of Montana Natural
Areas Vegetation Plan, drafted by
UM’s noxious weed coordinator
Marilyn Marler, many different
tactics have been used to help control Mount Sentinel’s weeds.
These include hand-pulling, mowing, grazing by sheep and goats,
herbicides and the introduction of
biological control agents, insects
that are the “natural enemies” of a
specific plant.
In the plan, Marler writes:
“Impacts of noxious weeds to
their invaded ecosystem include
loss of biodiversity of native
plants, loss of wildlife habitat,
increased soil erosion and loss of
agricultural productivity.”
Though plenty of weeds can
still be found all over Mount
Sentinel, Alaback says that without the efforts of Marler and others, the weed problem would surely be much worse, causing native
plant species, and plant diversity
to be much more threatened.

He explains how there are many
different
microenvironments
along the trail. Some areas get
more sun than others, some are
rockier; others get more water
runoff. All of this influences
which plants grow where, Alaback
says, pointing out a Douglas fir, a
tree that needs a decent amount of
water, growing in a gulley.
Alaback points out a plum tree
near the trailhead that’s just starting to flower. “Here you see more
of a human influence,” Alaback
says, explaining the presence of
the common ornamental.
Further along he calls attention
to some poison ivy hidden among
a cluster of budding chokecherry
bushes.
“You see how it’s trying to
blend in with the cherries here?”
he says.
In his first year of making several walks a week up Mount
Sentinel, Alaback identified
around 130 plant species — all in
a one-mile stretch of trail. His current species count is approximately 240, all of which can be found
within six feet of the trail.

Alaback notes not only the
types of plants he finds on the
mountain and where, but also
when they are blooming. In the
winter, when the plants are covered, he’ll make note of the snow
depth.
“Every year [the weather] is
wildly different in Missoula,”
Alaback said. “That makes it
interesting.”
Alaback stresses the importance
of keeping consistent long-term
data. “If you keep these kinds of
long-term data, you can get clues
to how the environment is changing,” Alaback says.
Though native plant species are
found less widespread on Mount
Sentinel due to invasive weeds,
Alaback is glad to note that he
doesn’t know of any natives that
have gone extinct on the mountain
due to the encroachment of
exotics.
One reason he keeps such
extensive data is to make sure this
never happens.
“If you didn’t know it was
there,” he says, “you won’t know
when it’s gone.”
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Montana House bill calls for rejection of U.N. authority
JACOB BAYNHAM
MONTANA KAIMIN

The United Nations has been
trying to promote cooperation,
peace, security and human rights
in the world for nearly 62 years, a
concept that’s fine with Montana
state legislator Rick Jore, CRonan. But when the U.N. takes
on the roles of an international
government to do so, Jore thinks
its existence is exactly 62 years
too long.
In February, Jore introduced a
bill in the House that would put
some distance between the U.N.
and the Big Sky.
Jore’s bill, House Bill 712, calls
for a rejection of “the authority of
the United Nations over the territory or people of Montana.”
“They label me with every word
under the sun, I guess, which one
should I use? People say it’s
extreme,” Jore said about his bill,
which sneaked through the House
in a party-line vote and will likely
die in the Senate judiciary committee.
“The bill has absolutely no
chance of coming out of committee,” said Jesse Laslovich, DAnaconda, the chairman of the
Senate judiciary committee.
That doesn’t seem to surprise

Jore, who said, “I knew it would
be hard to get it through the
Senate.“
The bill’s stated purposes are to
maintain Montana as a free and
independent state, reject any claim
of U.N. authority over it and prohibit the flying of U.N. flags or
symbols over Montana state property. It would also prohibit
Montana public funds from being
used to support a U.N. project, and
protect a lawful Montana resident
from extradition to an international
court.
Throughout the draft of the bill,
the United Nations is referred to in
the lower case, though Jore said
the grammar was not intentional.
Jore, a member of the
Constitution Party from Ronan, is
as wary as George Washington
was of “foreign entanglements.”
Jore said the Founding Fathers
made it very clear that no treaty –
as Jore calls the U.S. Senate’s ratification of the U.N. Charter – can
supercede the U.S. Constitution.
Jore said he is worried this is
exactly what’s happening when he
looks around and sees more and
more signs that the U.N. is acting
with the authority of a government. Yellowstone National Park,
for example, was inducted as a
U.N. World Heritage Site in 1978.

That ruffled Jore’s feathers.
“By what authority?” he asked.
“There’s an assumption of authority there.”
A few years ago on United
Nations Day, he saw the globe and
olive leaf flag of the U.N. flying
above the Capitol in Helena. Jore
said he considered it a symbol of
jurisdiction, or dominion.
“What would we do if we made
a treaty with Mexico and started
flying the Mexican flag?” Jore
asked.
Jore said his bill was a preemptive attempt to clear up what he
considered was a commonly
accepted misunderstanding of the
authority of the U.N. He said
although the U.N.’s directives
appear well intentioned, that in
order to give them any impact,
they need to take on the roles and
rights of an international government.
Jore said it often goes too far.
He said he cringes when the U.N.
steps into another country to confront famine, genocide or rogue
dictators.
“I really don’t see the U.N. as
having solved a lot of these problems,” he said. Moreover, he worries that if there were riots in U.S.
streets, the U.N. could step in to
pacify the situation.
“That entails the notion of
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superceding our Constitution,” he
said.
Jore’s bill passed the third reading in the House, in a strict partyline vote, 50-49. All Democrats
voted against it, and Laslovich
said he plans on letting it die on
the judiciary committee’s table.
“In my mind, I don’t think the
U.N. represents any threat to our
sovereignty as a state and a country,” he said.
Moreover, Laslovich said this is
not an issue for the state of
Montana to take up, but rather the
U.S. Congress. Laslovich said
that Jore has tried to push similar
bold measures through the
Legislature before.
On Jore’s Internet blog, one
supporter named Joel left a message recently that praised him for
his work in Helena.

“There’s a whole lot of legislation that needs to be undone,” it
read. “You’re the guy who can
straighten this mess out.”
Meanwhile,
in
Helena,
Laslovich said he admires Jore for
“having strong convictions and
sticking his neck out, but (his
bills) are too extreme.”
Laslovich said it is unfortunate
that Montana’s House of
Representatives often resorts to
voting along party lines. He
attributes this to the relative parity
in numbers of Republicans and
Democrats. The House has 50
Republicans, 49 Democrats and
Rick Jore as the single
Constitution Party member.
“The house has turned into a
very partisan chamber,” Laslovich
said. “And that’s disappointing to
me.”
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Imitating the ‘iNFERNO’

Tim Kupsick/Montana Kaimin

Wynne Dawson, senior in art education, imitates William-Adolphe Bouguereau’s “Dante and Virgil in Hell” for his painting II class Thursday. “It’s the technique that this university teaches,” said Dawson, referring to copying Bouguereau’s work. “I
would be more creative outside of the academic environment.”
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NATO wants 3,400 more trainers for Afghanistan
LOLITA C. BALBOR
ASSOCIATED PRESS

QUEBEC CITY – NATO wants
about 3,400 more trainers for the
Afghanistan army and police, and
the United States may fill some of
those jobs despite difficulties finding available troops, Defense
Secretary Robert Gates said
Thursday.

www.montanakaimin.com

The United States probably
would be responsible for fewer than
1,000 of the training spots, while
U.S. officials hope European
nations will provide the rest.
“We would like to try and fill
some of them, but quite frankly
we’re having trouble identifying”
troops, Gates said, speaking to
reporters on the plane returning to
Washington from meeting with
allies on the Afghanistan war effort.
“We can fill some of them, but we
don’t have the ability right now to
fill all of them.”
Gates said the American troops
would come from new forces that
would be deployed to Afghanistan.
He said part of the problem is that
many of the trainers are National
Guard forces, “and we have a hard
time identifying who would go.”
He said about 60 percent would
be for the Afghan police and 40 percent would be for the army.
Gates was returning from a meeting in Quebec with defense ministers from allies also serving in the
southern sector of Afghanistan.
Gates said the request came from

commanders about six weeks ago
and defense officials at the Quebec
meeting agreed that it should be
filled.
The NATO-led coalition there
still needs aircraft, medical equipment and military trainers to bolster
its planned spring assault against the
Taliban, according to the U.S. military.
Gates said the group – which
included defense ministers from
Canada, Britain, Australia, the
Netherlands,
Denmark
and
Romania – talked mostly about how
to better coordinate their military
and civilian activities, including the
reconstruction efforts.
He also said it appears that the
NATO allies are prepared to make a
long-term commitment to the struggling nation.
“I think all of us anticipate that
this is a yearslong process,” he said,
adding that the coalition members
also understand that they have to
establish a secure environment in
Afghanistan in order for the other
improvements to take hold.
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UM freshman Gillean Arnoux, a geology major, plays catch near the Oval
Thursday evening.
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North Korea appears unlikely
to meet its Saturday deadline
BURT HERMAN
ASSOCIATED PRESS
SEOUL, South Korea – North
Korea appeared increasingly
unlikely to meet a weekend deadline to shut down its nuclear reactor, staying silent Thursday about
whether it was satisfied with a
U.S. solution to a financial dispute
that has stalled the disarmament
process.
The U.S., South Korea and
China said the North has not withdrawn some $25 million that was
unfrozen this week in a bank in
the Chinese territory of Macau.
Washington had blacklisted the
Banco Delta Asia in September
2005 for allegedly helping the
North launder money and pass
counterfeit $100 bills.
North Korea cited the dispute in
refusing to abandon its nuclear
program.
U.S. officials and experts say
the process of shutting down a
reactor and having U.N. nuclear
inspectors verify it would probably take several days – making it
likely that Saturday’s deadline
would mark the latest failure in a
nuclear standoff that has lasted
more than four years.
“It is difficult to have the expectation” that the North will shut
down its reactor by the deadline,
South Korean Foreign Minister
Song Min-soon said Friday.
Song called on countries in the
nuclear talks to be patient and not
be tied to the deadline, while
remaining committed to the
North’s disarmament.
The problem in reaching the
first of many milestones along the
road to the North’s possible disarmament raises questions about
how smoothly the process will go
forward. It was unlikely that the
U.S. or other countries would take

any punitive action, however, as
Washington also failed to resolve
the bank issue within 30 days as
promised.
“We have truly fulfilled our role
in this and now it’s up to” North
Korea, U.S. Assistant Secretary of
State Christopher Hill said
Thursday in Seoul.
The International Atomic
Energy Agency was still awaiting
an invitation from North Korea
for a preliminary visit, a diplomat
familiar with the issue said on
condition of anonymity because
he was not authorized to speak to
the media.
After a visit by two senior
IAEA officials, the agency’s board
would convene to approve the
first return of inspectors since
December 2002, when North
Korea kicked them out and quit
the Nuclear Nonproliferation
Treaty.
Weeks could elapse between an
invitation from the North and the
board meeting, the diplomat said.
New negotiations over the
North’s nuclear program began in
2003, but the six-nation disarmament talks failed to yield any tangible progress in getting the communist government to abandon
weapons development.
The North produced enough
plutonium to make as much as a
dozen bombs and conducted its
first nuclear test in October. But
after international pressure and a
U.S. pledge to resolve the financial issue, the North agreed in
February that it would shut down
its sole operating nuclear reactor
by Saturday in exchange for an
initial shipment of energy. It is to
receive a total of 1 million tons of
heavy fuel oil for dismantling its
nuclear weapons programs.
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Brazil police break up
death squad accused of
hundreds of killings
MICHAEL ASTOR
ASSOCIATED PRESS

RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil –
Brazilian police Thursday broke
up a gang accused of killing hundreds of people over several years,
arresting 18 suspects and searching for 10 others, officials said.
Made up of police officers,
hired guns and businessmen, the
gang charged $500 to $2,500 for
each contract killing, said Jorge
Pontes, federal police superintendent in northeastern Recife
city. He said the gang carried out
up to 200 killings a year over the
past five years, most of them
linked to loan sharking.
The ring was also involved in
drug and gun trafficking, he said.
Federal police said the gang’s
two leaders, various people
involved handling the gang’s
finances, and several police were
among those arrested or wanted.
The police in the death squad

acted mainly to remove evidence
from crime scenes, police said.
The gang operated mostly in
Pernambuco state, some 1,200
miles northeast of Rio de Janeiro,
but also carried out killings in
other states.
Police said the investigation
into the group began in February
and involved some 350 agents
from six states. It said the biggest
obstacle was collecting evidence
while trying to prevent killings.
Death squads, sometimes that
include police officers, gained
international attention in 1992
when police officers killed eight
street children while they slept
outside
Rio
de
Janeiro’s
Candelaria church.
In March 2005, a group of
police linked to a death squad
killed 29 people, seemingly at random, apparently in anger over corruption allegations against police.
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Suicide bomber breaches American-guarded
Green Zone, kills 8 in parliament cafeteria
STEVEN R. HURST
ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGHDAD – A suicide
bomber slipped through the tightest security net in Baghdad and
blew himself up in the midst of
lawmakers having lunch in the
parliament dining hall Thursday.
U.S. officials said eight people,
including parliament members,
were killed in the deadliest-ever
attack in the American-guarded
Green Zone.
The stunning breach of security,
on the same day that a massive
bombing destroyed one of
Baghdad’s main bridges, laid a
cloud of heavy doubt about
progress in the latest U.S.-Iraqi
bid to clamp off violence in the
capital. The drive has put thousands of troops on the streets in a
massive operation to round up
militants and their weapons.
A news video camera captured
the moment of the blast, about
2:30 p.m. – a flash and an orange
ball of fire causing Jalaluddin alSaghir, a startled parliament member who was being interviewed, to
duck. Smoke and dust billowed
through the area, and confused
and frightened lawmakers and
others could be heard screaming
for help and to find colleagues.

Al-Saghir reportedly escaped
injury.
But a woman was shown kneeling over what appeared to be a
wounded or dead man near a table
and chairs. The camera then
focused on a bloody, severed leg
_–apparently that of the suicide
bomber. At least two lawmakers
were among the dead.
Three miles north and seven
hours earlier, a bombing sent a
major bridge linking east and west
Baghdad plunging into the Tigris
River. Several cars plummeted
into the murky, brown water, and
at least 10 people were known to
have died. Many more were
believed missing.
Police blamed a suicide truck
bomber for the attack on the alSarafiya bridge, which the British
built in the 1950s. AP Television
News video, however, showed the
bridge broken in two places – perhaps the result of two blasts.
Security officials at Iraq’s parliament said they believed the
bomber in the cafeteria attack was
a bodyguard of a Sunni lawmaker
who was not among the casualties.
The bombing, which wounded
both Sunnis and Shiites, showed
that determined suicide assailants
remain capable of striking at will.

U.S. military spokesman Maj.
Gen. William Caldwell said the
attack bore the trademarks of alQaida in Iraq. The terrorist group
is fighting not only to oust U.S.
forces from Iraq but also against
fellow Sunnis in the west of the
country who have begun to leave
the insurgency and side with U.S.
and Iraqi soldiers.
“We don’t know at this point
who it was. We do know in the
past that suicide vests have been
used predominantly by al-Qaida,”
the U.S. military spokesman said.
One of the lawmakers killed in
the attack, Mohammed Awad, was
a member of the moderate Sunni
National Dialogue Front, according to party leader Saleh alMutlaq. A female Sunni lawmaker
from the same list was wounded,
he said.
A second Sunni lawmaker
known to have been killed was
Taha al-Liheibi, a key go-between
in government efforts to negotiate
with Sunni insurgents about putting down their arms and joining
the political process.
Associated Press Writers
Bassem Mroue and Lauren Frayer
contributed to this report.
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New elective to give students a taste of entertainment industry
ALEX SAKARIASSEN
MONTANA KAIMIN

Since launching in spring of
2002, the University of Montana’s
Entertainment
Management
Program has picked up speed like
the Millennium Falcon in hyperspace.
What took flight as a three-credit
course aimed at grounding students in entertainment management has rocketed to a nine-credit
program at the 400 and graduate
levels. And this fall, the program
will reach new heights with the
introduction of a 100-level course
available to students from freshman to graduate status.
“I believe this is another stepping stone to building the program,” said Tom Webster, director
of the University of Montana
Theatre and a course instructor.
The new class, currently titled
“MGMT 195: Introduction to the
Entertainment Business,” marks
the first time students outside the
program will have the opportunity
to take an entertainment management course as an elective for fall
or spring semesters. According to
Webster, up to 250 seats will be
available in the course per semester.
“I think it’s a good opportunity
for students of all interests to take
it,” Webster said.
Webster’s counterpart will be
Scott Douglas, EM program director. They have been working on a
syllabus for the past few months,
and both plan to use a teaching
model similar to that used in
upper-level program courses.
“Much of the instruction is
delivered by senior officials and
artists from the entertainment
world,” Douglas said.
The program’s main boasting

point since blast-off has been its
ever-strengthening
connection
with all levels of the entertainment
industry. Seasoned professionals
from music studios, talent agencies and film companies have
come to Missoula as guest speakers for seminars on various entertainment business topics.
“Hopefully what we’ll be able to
do is add a little insight and something (students) can’t get from
books,” said Gerald Molen, a film
producer and Great Falls native.
Molen got his start in the film
industry driving transport trucks.
Over the years he worked his way
up the ranks until the Director’s
Guild of America got him a job as
a production manager. On the set
of the film “The Color Purple,”
Molen met Steven Spielberg, who
later recruited Molen as a producer
for “Hook.”
Molen has since worked as a
producer on films such as
“Jurassic Park” and “Schindler’s
List.”
“I can lend some of my experience to these young people,”
Molen said. “That’s very exciting
to me.”
One anecdote Molen plans to
use to illustrate the industry’s
unpredictable nature involves the
last day of filming for “Jurassic
Park” on the Hawaiian island of
Kauai. That morning, Molen
learned Hurricane Iniki was headed for the location. Production was
halted as the film crew bunkered
down to ride out the storm.
“It’s drawing off experiences
like that and having been there that
answer questions,” Molen said.
Douglas said one of the most
important features for students in
the new course will be smaller outof-class Q-and-A sessions with
guest instructors like Molen.

Photo courtesy of Scott Douglas

UM Entertainment Management students Michelle Klinger, left, Brad Keats, Amanda Cevallos, Katie Vaughn, Benton Jones, Kelsey Small and Hugh Healow
tour Village Recording Studios in Los Angeles during the Concert Industry Consortium and Awards Show. Attending the CIC show is one of many opportunities
offered to students in the program.

“We may not have the answer,”
Molen said. “But at least we can
offer a direction or a specific road
to get there.”
In the past, the UM has birthed
many successful personalities in
entertainment. James Yelich and
Mike McGinley are UM graduates
and core instructors in the program. Yelich is general manager
for Monterey Peninsula Artists in
Nashville, a company tied closely
to acts like Phish. McGinley is
founder and president of SRO
Consultants, which handles tour
accounting for more than 100 acts

like Fleetwood Mac and was
instrumental in bringing the
Rolling Stones to Missoula in the
fall.
“We’re all known as the
‘Montana Mafia’ in the entertainment industry,” Webster said.
But the real turnaround came
from UM School of Business
alumnus Brian Knaff. President
and co-founder of Talent Buyers
Network, Knaff has connections to
nearly every big-name artist. And
the EM program is his brainchild.
“It’s a passion,” Knaff said.
“How could you not want to pass
on a joy for working in the entertainment management business?”
Knaff pitched the idea for an
EM program in 2001. He used his
connections to book two benefit
concerts
with
Mannheim
Steamroller, raising funds to get
the program off the ground.
Eventually Douglas was brought
in to head the program, building on

Knaff’s dream.
“I may have had the idea, but
he’s the reason this is successful,”
Knaff said.
Knaff grew up on a farm in
Glasgow and is now one of the
leading characters in casino showroom entertainment, talent booking and artist management. His
goal is to offer students from rural
areas similar opportunities to
break into the industry.
“We’re not going to stop, we’re
not going to give up … until the
students get what they need,”
Knaff said.
And that’s exactly what Knaff
and Douglas hope the new class
will do. They believe introducing
students to the basics of the industry will increase interest in the program.
“It’ll become a branded curriculum that will attract students from
all over the country,” Knaff said.
“And that’s what we want to do.”
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Canadian bluegrass band bring their unique sound and engrossing live show to the Top Hat on Friday
DYLAN L ASLOVICH
MONTANA KAIMIN

Tired of the usual animal sacrifices and bloodshed of your past
Friday the 13ths? Want something
more upbeat? Join The Clumsy
Lovers at the Top Hat for a night
of music.
“It’s a really upbeat evening
when you come see us,” singerguitarist Trevor Rogers said. “It’s
loose, it’s rough and it’s fun.”
The Clumsy Lovers blend a
handful of styles together such as
bluegrass, Celtic, ska, reggae and
rock ‘n’ roll, so pigeonholing the
five-piece band is a tough task.
“Everyone in our band has different influences,” Rogers said.
“Some of us like bluegrass more.
Some of us like alt-jam bands and
then some really like The Killers.”
As for Rogers’ influences, his
older siblings played an integral
role in what music was exposed to
him.
“I had older brothers and sisters
listening to a lot of ‘70s rock and
pop and metal,” he said. “I grew
up in the ‘80s so I was influenced
by pop music. And I really liked
ska.”
The band formed about 12 years
ago in Vancouver, B.C., by way of
the local music scene.
“Basically we met each other
through the Vancouver music

scene,” Rogers said. “We had
mutual friends who introduced
us.”
The Clumsy Lovers consists of
a bass, drums, acoustic guitar, violin and banjo. The present configuration is made up of three original members, Chris Jonat, Andrea
Lewis and Rogers, and two additions. Jason Homey, banjo, joined
the group about seven years ago
and Tyler Thompson stepped in on
drums a year and a half ago,
according to Rogers.
The group recently released its
seventh full-length studio album,
titled “Smart Kid.” It’s their second release on record label
Nettwerk. The band boasts quite
the live show resume, with more
than 1,500 played.
“We used to be insane and tour
300 dates a year, now we do less
then 200,” said Rogers, 38.
“We’ve slowed down to a reasonable schedule. We’d like to do this
for a long time.”
This tour includes stops
throughout the West Coast,
Alaska, Texas, Michigan and has
more than a dozen dates in
Montana, the first being in
Missoula. Rogers said he’s looking forward to the Montana leg
and has fond memories of the state
and people.
“Montana crowds really cut

Photo courtesy of The Clumsy Lovers

The Clumsy Lovers in all their fine Canadian glory are kicking off the Montana leg of their tour here in Missoula.

loose in general, which is pretty
rare because most people are conservative,” Rogers said. “Last
time we were in Montana we were
up in Chico and went rafting with
some people we met at the show.
People invite us to barbecues and
skiing.”
When offered one last chance to

plug his band’s show, Rogers went
beyond the music aspect.
“It’s going to be a good time,”
Rogers said. “Come with friends.
If you don’t have any you’ll meet
some.”

The Clumsy Lovers take
the stage at the Top
Hat at 9:30 p.m. The
cover charge is $8.

“Why are you smiling?”
“I like the Kaimin’s new design, and the Arts pages as well.”
“I hate the new design ... and I wish you were dead.”

If you were born after 1985, you tragically missed the greatest music mockumentary, “This Is Spinal
Tap.”
The movie took on all that was outlandish, ridiculous and obscene about mainstream rock music at the
time. Released in 1984, the film starts with director Marti DiBergi, played by the film’s director Rob
Reiner, talking about his documentary about a British heavy metal band: Spinal Tap. DiBergi follows the
band through a failing American tour that is full of cancelled shows and even a support gig for a puppet
show.
The movies main writers, Michael McKean and Christopher Guest, are the band’s leading forces, David
St. Hubbins and Nigel Tufnel, respectively. The duo has been playing together since childhood and a close
bond exists. But as the tour continues to stumble, stereotypical rock ‘n’ roll egos appear. Hubbins’ nagging
girlfriend takes on the Yoko Ono role and has a major hand in Tufnel leaving the band.
What makes “This Is Spinal Tap” so good is that it takes shots at rock cliché after rock cliché. The band
members break out with cold sores, deal with endless technical problems and replace drummers like no
one’s business. And no one does shameless showmanship like Tufnel with his drawn-out guitar solos and
his constant Gene Simmons tongue-lashing.
Throughout the years different musicians have taken credit, or blame, for certain events that influenced
the film. Dee Snider claims to be an influence on the feminine make-up of the band and Eddie Van Halen
said he played a hand in Tufnel’s drawn-out guitar solos.
The original soundtrack is hysterical and cliché, to say the least. Standout tracks from the movie include
“Big Bottom,” “Stonehenge,” “Sex Farm” and “(Tonight I’m Gonna) Rock Ya Tonite.” The lyrics to “Big
Bottom” would make even an ‘80s metal band blush with the thinly veiled sexual content. Tufnel also lets
DiBergi in on his beautiful piano piece, which is part Bach, part Mozart. He calls it a “Mach piece” and
the song’s title is “Lick My Love Pump.”
“This Is Spinal Tap” is one of the best comedies ever.
–– Dylan Laslovich

This Friday the 13th do yourself a favor and don’t be emo. Actually, never be emo.
Sincerly,
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Griz head to Billings for scrimmage

Friday, April 13, 2007

PETE DELMOE
MONTANA KAIMIN

It’s only April but the University of
Montana football team is hitting the highway
for its first road trip of the year.
The Griz are heading to Billings for their
final spring scrimmage, which will be held at
11 a.m. on Saturday at Wendy’s Field at
Daylis Stadium.
It has become a tradition for the Griz to
have one of their spring scrimmages out of
town to let others around the state see them
before the season starts.
“It’s a chance for us to get out in the state
and let some folks that are not local see us this
time of year and it’s a fundraising opportunity
for the Grizzly Scholarship Association,” UM
head coach Bobby Hauck said.
For nine Montana football players the trip
to Billings is a homecoming and a chance to
play in front of friends and family.
Billings has more current Montana players
than any other city. Five of the nine players on
the UM spring roster are West High alums,
three are from Skyview and one, junior offensive tackle Colin Dow, graduated from Senior
High.
“I never thought I’d get the chance to play
in Billings after high school and I get a good
opportunity to go and play in front of my
home crowd again,” said senior linebacker
Kyle Ryan, a Billings West graduate who was
the 2002 Class AA co-defensive MVP. Ryan
shared the award with former Griz safety Matt
Lebsock, a former Skyview Falcon who just
wrapped up his Grizzly career in December.
Missoula is quite a drive from Billings and
many of the players’ families don’t get a
chance to come see them play in games, let
alone scrimmages.
“I played in front of them for four years and
then you get shipped off five hours away and
they don’t really get to watch you anymore,”
said redshirt freshman quarterback Andrew
Selle, who led Billings West to a state championship in 2005.
Another bonus for the players is that they
get to play at the newly renovated Wendy’s
Field at Daylis Stadium, which in summer of
2006 had artificial turf installed. None of the
Billings natives on the new turf and when they
were all in high school, the field was known
simply as Daylis Stadium.
“It’s kind of exciting to know that our gen-

Tim Kupsick/Montana Kaimin

Grizzly quarterback Andrew Selle, from Billings, hands-off to Lex Hilliard during practice Thursday.

eration of athletes kind of paved the way for
that,” Dow said. “It’s just neat to see that we
left a mark and that things are changing and
things are getting better back there.”
For most of the players the scrimmage is
almost an after thought. The best part will be
seeing family, friends and former coaches that
helped get them to where
they are today.
“All my siblings are
going to be there, my parents, all my cousins and a lot
of family friends, so it’ll be
cool,” Ryan said.
Some of the players plan
to stay in Billings after the
scrimmage and hang out at
their old stomping grounds,

but for others finding a ride home has been
hard to come by. Selle said he planned to stay
afterward but then realized he didn’t have a
ride home on Sunday.
Despite playing in front of all those familiar
faces, the players still know that it’s a scrimmage and it’s hard to get too excited, even in

their hometown.
“It’s nothing like a game,” Ryan said. “You
can prepare yourself for a scrimmage like a
game, but when it comes down to it the guys
that you line up against are your teammates
and you can’t get as excited.”
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Men’s tennis faces two Big Sky foes
BILL ORAM
MONTANA KAIMIN

The University of Montana
men’s tennis team is going to be
busy this weekend.
While some other teams have
already wrapped up their Big Sky
Conference regular season schedules, the Griz (7-7, 2-1 BSC) still
have four league matches remaining, starting with two this weekend
at the Lindsay Tennis Center on the
UM campus.
Montana will be hosting three
matches on the weekend, starting
today with a nonconference match
against Portland at 2 p.m., followed
by matches against Big Sky foes
Northern Arizona on Saturday and
Weber State on Sunday. Both conference matches will start at noon.
The Pilots (10-6), who play in
the West Coast Conference, come
to Missoula fresh off a 6-1 loss last
weekend to Sacramento State, the
No. 1 team in the Big Sky.
“Portland’s real good,” Griz
coach Kris Nord said. “They have a
really solid top six. We have not
beaten them in a few years.”
Despite not playing them yet,
Montana has had an opportunity to
see the Pilots twice this school year
as Portland appeared alongside the
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UM insurance covers
athletes with injuries
SARAH SWAN
MONTANA KAIMIN

Krista Miller/Montana Kaimin

UM sophomore Colin Dektar, left, and freshman Raydner Ramos play a game of doubles Thursday
afternoon at the Lindsay Tennis Center on campus. This weekend the UM men’s tennis team will host
Portland on Friday at 2 p.m., Northern Arizona on Saturday at 12 p.m., and Weber State on Sunday at
12 p.m.

Griz in tournaments at Boise State
and Eastern Washington.
“Portland is going to be a great
task because they’re a really good
team,” Griz sophomore Felipe Raw
said.
Northern Arizona (6-12, 3-2
BSC) is still in the race for the second seed in the Big Sky, as is
Montana. The significance of

Saturday’s match is not lost on the
Griz. Nord called the Lumberjacks
“tough” and discussed how much
parity there is between them and
the Griz.
“I think we’re dead even,” he
said. “Honestly, I’m glad we have
them here at home.”
Last season in Flagstaff, Ariz.,
the Griz edged the Lumberjacks 43.
“It was a real tough one,” Raw
said. “They’ve got to come ready to
fight, ready to beat us, because last
time it was a real close one.”
Weber State’s season has been a
frustrating one, as it enters
Sunday’s match at 1-3 in the Big
Sky and 4-12 overall. However,
Nord said his team can’t overlook
the Wildcats.
“They’ve been competitive with
everybody,” Nord said.
Playing three matches in three
days does raise the concern of
fatigue going in to the weekend’s
final matches, Nord said. He added,
however, that fatigue is just part of
the grind of the season.
“When we go to Big Sky (tournament), if you don’t get the second seed then you have to win three
straight,” he said. “So it’s something I want to put these guys
through. You have to be able to
play three days in a row.”
If the Griz can win the two Big
Sky games this weekend, they will
move closer to Eastern Washington
(10-7, 5-2 BSC) for the second
seed in the conference. Due to a 43 win over EWU in March,
Montana owns the tiebreaker over
the Eagles should the two teams
end up tied.
Despite the Big Sky matches
being the focus at this point in the
season, Nord reiterated that all
matches are still key.
“Every match is important,
whether it’s conference or nonconference, for us right now, for us to
have a chance to improve,” he said.

With more than 300 studentathletes training and competing at
the University of Montana,
injuries are unavoidable.
To counter the fact that playing
sports in college can sometimes
leave athletes with brutal injuries,
the Montana Athletic Department
has a system to help injured athletes gain their health back and
not be plagued by medical costs.
“It is the philosophy of the
Athletic
Department,
the
University lawyer and the president of the University that if an
athlete is injured while participating in supervised activity at the
University of Montana that they
would not end up with a bill,”
head athletic trainer Dennis
Murphy said.
Murphy said there is no budget
set aside to fund athlete injuries,
but rather the University pays an
insurance premium every year.
“We pay a good sum of money
for our medical insurance,” UM
athletic director Jim O’Day said.
“We’re a high risk because of the
injuries associated with athletic
events and so it’s not so much policy as it’s our obligation; we’re
covered through our policy to get
these kids (rehabilitated).”
As UM students, athletes are
required to have some kind of
insurance and upon receiving
costs for an injury the athletes’
primary insurance company is
billed first. If the student’s insurance policy can only provide coverage up to a certain amount, then
the Athletic Department will reimburse the company to help pay for
the total costs.
“The insurance we have
through our primary carrier is
good from zero dollars to
$10,000,” Murphy said. “There is
another insurance company that
the
University
Athletic
Department has that covers
between $10,000 to $65,000, and
there’s NCAA Catastrophic insurance, which covers from $65,000
to $20 million.”
Injuries that are not athleticsrelated are not covered by the UM
insurance policy. For example, if
an athlete was goofing off and got
injured, they would be on their
own as far as funding their surgeries and rehabilitation.
The day an athlete commits to
Montana is the second the Athletic
Department, in association with
the UM training staff, starts keeping a close eye on the athlete to try
and prevent or catch an injury.
“Since they are student-athletes,
we need to do our best to make
sure they’re covered,” O’Day
said.
UM sophomore soccer player
Kiki (McKenzie) Blake just had

surgery last Thursday to repair a
hole found in the cartilage of her
right knee.
Blake was undergoing rehabilitation for six months at the Adams
Center because of problems in her
knee but it kept getting worse. She
was sent to a physician who did an
MRI and found the hole.
“I was lucky because when they
went in they said if it was any bigger they would have had to take
out the (knee) cells and mail them
to Boston and regrow them. Then
(the cells) would have to be reinserted in another surgery.”
As far as covering the cost of
the injury goes, Blake said
Montana is doing its job and covering everything. She said if any
bills do show up, all she has to do
is take them to the Athletic
Department.
Blake said the only cost
involved was her having to buy an
exercise bike for rehab. Doctors
didn’t want her to walk back and
forth to the Adam’s Center five
times a day to rehab on a bike
there, so it was suggested that she
buy the bike.
With the help of the University
and its recommended surgeons
and physical therapists, Blake said
she’s looking forward to getting
back into pristine form and
expects to play this upcoming season.
“With my injury I have to take it
really slow,” Blake said. “It’s really hard to keep things going slow
when I want to have a fast recovery.”
Sometimes student-athletes’
insurance companies are able to
cover the cost of a severe injury,
like senior Lex Hilliard and his
Achilles tendon injury.
Hilliard, a running back on the
football team, tore his Achilles
tendon during a practice prior to
the 2006 season.
A long road to recovery followed that included multiple surgeries and eight months worth of
rehab in order to ensure Hilliard’s
return to competitive play.
Hilliard said the total cost of his
surgeries was about $9,000.
“I had a pretty big deductible on
my insurance, so I haven’t had to
rely on the school,” Hilliard said.
“But basically, they said if we
needed them to cover my insurance stuff they would cover it.”
With medical costs on the rise,
both Hilliard and Blake said the
assistance provided by the
Athletic Department and their
insurance company is beneficial
to all student-athletes.
“It helps out tremendously
when you have somebody you can
bring your bills to and they can
help you,” Hilliard said.
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Davis doesn’t understand
ASUM’s point of view
Regarding Danny Davis’ Pickle
Barrel editorial: I agree with you
that ignorance isn’t the same as
racism, but you’ve managed to
miss the whole point. When you
were mistaken for another
African-American, I doubt the
mistake did anything more than
offer a sheepish apology and turn
red. Did they ever insist you were
in fact the person they thought
you were, or that you were lying
about who you were? Did they
ever do this based on seeing you
ONCE before, at night? Probably
not, because that reaction would
display more than just ignorance,
and it was essentially the reaction
of the Pickle Barrel manager.
ASUM did the right thing, they
gave the owner and manager more
than one chance to comment. You
say it’s to garner votes, but everyone knows that politicians trying
to win votes take the moderate
stance and tuck away any controversial views they may have.
ASUM took the controversial
stance, but I think it was the right
one.
On your Jackie Robinson analysis: it’s not like Abdulaziz went to

Letter
to the editor
a restaurant that ran out of lunchmeat and complained; he was
refused service. Don’t downplay
someone else’s personal experience for falling short of Jackie
Robinson’s; it’s flawed logic, and
insensitive.
Here’s my point: Dutton had a
choice. He could’ve erred on the
side of serving the wrong person,
but he chose to err on the side of
kicking out the wrong person.
Was it an honest mistake?
Probably. Justifiable? No.
You say no one would care if he
were white. That’s because it
wouldn’t have happened. I can’t
remember the last time someone
mistook me for another white girl
and insisted I was her. The only
thing I really liked about your article was your apparent problem
with knee-jerk reactions, because
I’m a big fan of irony.
–Mary Connole,
senior, composition technology

nine out of 10 journalists recommend the
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K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.

LOST & FOUND

Silver and blue flash drive in the UC. Call Stephanie
539-4494

PERSONALS

Counseling and Psychological Services Here when you
need us. 243-4711

HELP WANTED
WANTED

We pay up to 75
Www.GetPaidToThink.com

dollars

per

survey.

Summer Employment opportunity on Flathead Lake!
Busy resort and restaurant hiring all positions for
summer season. Please contact Kasey at 805-8015266

SUMMER JOB. Live-in and work on a well established
guest ranch in the Blackfoot Valley. Includes room and
board, a monthly wage and chance for a bonus. Cabin
and dining room crews and driver/dishwasher needed. Early May to the end of Sept. Call Connie (ell)
544-5348 or (home) 422-5414.
Hiring cashiers pt/ft shifts, apply at sevenar 5310
Grant Creek

Watson Children's Shelter needs assistant aide for
light housekeeping: Sun-Sat. 9:00pm-11:00pm; MonFri. 11:00pm-6:30am; Sat-Sun. 11:00pm-8:00am.
$7.75 per hour Call 549-0058 or visit our website
www.watsonchildrensshelter.org

SUMMER '07 LEADERSHIP INTERNSHIP 28 days/earn
$1000/4 Gen Credits. Fort Knox, Kentucky. Must have
above 2.5 GPA and be physically fit. Airfare, Lodging,
Food included. No obligation for attendance. Call
Dean Roberts at the UM Dept of Military Science @
243-4400 or email dean.roberts@mo.umt.edu.

k iosk
WANTED- Summer position available at Lake Coeur
d'Alene home for responsible individual, prefer college student 20years or older. Must be hard working
and experienced in housekeeping and cooking. Live in
separate cottage, meals provided. At least 40 hours
per week. Approximately June 1-September 15.
Wages $10.50 per hour or higher depending on experience. Nonsmoking. Send resume to Coeur d'Alene
Land Company, Box 2288, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816.

Concessions Manager: Crazy Creek Café at Splash
Montana Waterpark. Seasonal, full-time, $9.23/hour.
Flexible hours, fun work environment, restaurant
experience preferred. Apply by Friday April 13.
Application info at www.missoulaparks.org or at Parks
and Recreation in Currents, McCormick Park. No
phone calls. EEO/AA, M/F, V/H Employer.

Youth Homes offers an array of homes & service for
at-risk & disadvantaged youth in our communities. We
are looking qualified and dedicated employees for
meaningful work with boys and girls in our adolescent
group homes. We have Full time, Overnight and Parttime Therapeutic Youth Care worker positions available. We offer paid vacation, health insurance coverage and other perks for full time employees. Positions
involve counseling and supervision of the youth's daily
routines as well as activities & recreation with the
youth in care. Pick up application and job description
at 550 N. California Street or www.youthhomes.com
EEO
Camp Make-A-Dream Summer Positions Paid Positions
(June 26-Aughest 11) Volunteer Positions (8 day commitment) Call for information 549-5987 or visit
www.campdream.org
Summer child care needed in my home for 6 & 2 y/oweekdays 7 to 5; Linda Vista area; must have
auto/liability ins. Jamie-546-3372

Two summer positions are available in beautiful
Skagway, Alaska, managing an internet café, Seaport
Cyber. Compute experience and a basic understanding of the internet and networking required. Salary is
negotiable depending on education and experience.
An apartment in Skagway has been secured for the
2007 summer season. Contact Janice Ashcraft 406549-2900

Permanent full-time CUSTOMER SERVICE opportunity
in Missoula with Vanns.com. Position requires a professional self-starter with a dedication to customer
service, courteous telephone and email communication as well as accurate and complete paperwork handling. Willingness to adapt and learn new skills a
must! Please send current resume to: Mike Redler,
VDC Call Center Manager, c/o Vanns.com 3623 Brooks,
Missoula, MT 59801. No drop-ins or phone calls
please.
Permanent full-time or part-time SALES opportunity
in Missoula with Vanns.com. Position requires a professional self-starter with a dedication to providing
professional, prompt and courteous service for all
customers by providing courteous phone answering,
prompt email responses and high level product knowledge. Willingness to adapt and learn new skills a
must! Please send current resume to: Mike Redler,
VDC Call Center Manager, c/o Vanns.com, 3623
Brooks, Missoula, 59801. No drop-ins or phone calls
please.
Campus Recreation is accepting applications for summer and/or the 2007-08 academic year for WorkStudy and Non Work-Study part-time student positions in the areas of: Campus Recreation-Facilities,
Intramural Sports, and Aquatics. Applications can be
picked up at the Fitness and Recreation Center or
Grizzly Pool (aquatics positions).

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: classifieds@kaimin.umt.edu

MONTANA KAIMIN
BUSINESS STAFF:

AD REPRESENTATIVES
JOSH FRICKLE
SIERRA MANFRE
DANA SHEEHAN

PRODUCTION

ASHLEY SCHROEDER

The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475, email: classifieds@kaimin.umt.edu or call 243-6541.
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day

R A T E S Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/day

LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.
Play It Again Sports is seeking FT-PT employees. Retail
sales position-experience a plus, apply at store; 2230
N. Reserve #305 (next to REI)
Wanted: Fulltime (Jun.-Aug.)/ Part-time (Sept.-May)
Counter Sales Representative and Vehicle Service
Attendants. Send resume to: Hertz 5225 W. Broadway
#12,
Missoula,
MT
59808
or
email:
hertzmso@msn.com

SERVICES
SERVICES

Got high speed and 15 minutes? I'll show you how to
make money in digital media. Call 239-3106

FOR SALE

Yorkshire Terrier & English Bulldog Puppies, looking
for a nice, lovely and caring family with good home
which will be happy to live with a nice family as
well. The Pups have 100% Health Guarantee,
Current on Vaccinations, Vet Checked, Shots and
Worms are Up to date, Loveable and Adorable. You
can
get
back
to
me
via
email
(abbey_br101@yahoo.com) for any questions for
details on pics and price.
Solid oak dining table with four dining chairs. $300.
Call 243-2601.

Arrange your off-campus housing for the 2007-2008
school year now. Three, four, and five bedroom
homes close to campus and available this summer. All
have clothes washers and dryers. Minimum 1 year
lease required and no pets. $900.00-$1750.00/month.
Call 406-721-6481 for detail, showings, and/or applications.

MISCELLANEOUS

WHY RENT? Own your own condo for $74,995
www.mycreeksidecondo.com

BAHA'I FAITH
FAITH

O Oppressors on Earth! Withdraw your hands from
tyranny, for I have pledged Myself not to forgive any
man's injustice. - Bahá'u'lláh For local information call
829-9538. Or on the web: bahai.org or bahai.us

FREE

Copperstone Stor-All Storage Units. One free month
of storage with 3 months agreement. No deposit. One
mile west of Missoula airport, 8700 Roller Coasler Rd.
Call 728-7867

FOR RENT

Weekend Cabins: 30 min. from Missoula. $44$66/NIGHT. ROCK CREEK CABINS 251-6611

Cheap Charley's Mini Storage-Spring special- pay 2
mos/3rd mo FREE. Tour our facility- get a FREE lock.
721-7277

E-mail DISPLAY ADS To: kaiminad@kaimin.umt.edu
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